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ABSTRACT

Many conversational agents (CAs) are developed to answer users’ questions in a specialized domain. In everyday use of CAs, user experience may extend beyond satisfying information needs to the enjoyment of conversations with CAs, some of which represent playful interactions. By studying a field deployment of a Human Resource chatbot, we report on users’ interest areas in conversational interactions to inform the development of CAs. Through the lens of statistical modeling, we also highlight rich signals in conversational interactions for inferring user satisfaction with the instrumental usage and playful interactions with the agent. These signals can be utilized to develop agents that adapt functionality and interaction styles. By contrasting these signals, we shed light on the varying functions of conversational interactions. We discuss design implications for CAs, and directions for developing adaptive agents based on users’ conversational behaviors.
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INTRODUCTION

There is a growing excitement around conversational agents (CAs) or “chatbots”. From tech giants’ core products such as Apple Siri, Amazon Alexa, IBM Watson, to numerous startup companies, many are compelled by the idea of advances in artificial intelligence combined with a natural form of interactions. However, before this wave of marketing hype, research on CAs has come a long way in the past half century, but also saw several unfortunate failures in public reception (e.g. [29, 47]). Two points of criticism have been frequently raised for studies of CAs. One is a lack of understanding on real-life user experience and attention to the gap between user interactions in the lab and those in the wild [15, 43]. Another point is the focus on narrowly constrained agent initiated conversations for the task domains, which provides little information about user interests in conversing with CAs for future system development [38]. Although many recent popular CAs, often in the form of an intelligent personal assistant, provide free-form text input interfaces that invite users to “ask me anything”, there is surprisingly limited empirical account of how users converse with these agents in the wild. This poses a challenge as the development of CAs, at least in the near term, relies heavily on the anticipation of what users may say to the agent.

To fill these gaps, we study a field deployment of a question-and-answer (QA) CA. Specifically, a Human Resource (HR) chatbot provided company-related information assistance to 377 new employees for 6 weeks. Although the CA functions as a QA system, the focus of this paper is on users’ conversational interactions, or social dialogues, with the agent (36% of interaction logs). Such interactions are often abundant as CAs naturally elicit social behaviors with a human role metaphor. Meanwhile, there is a tradition of separating communicative and task-oriented interactions in developing CAs [6, 11], and considering the former to be more unbounded and thus challenging to anticipate, but have the advantage of higher generalizability across domains [38]. The generalizability motivated some to build domain-independent conversation architectures to accelerate the development of CAs [6].

Also underscoring the necessity of studying conversational interactions is the rich signals they may carry for inferring user status. This has been a longstanding interest in the related embodied conversational agents (ECA) and human-robot interaction (HRI) communities [40, 48], as foundational work to build adaptive agents that can attend to user needs. For example, by inferring a decline in user engagement, an agent can immediately employ strategies to re-engage the user [48].
To infer such an internal user status, agents rely on recognizing signals in users’ behavioral manifestation. For example, gaze fixation [34] and attentive feedback (“un-huh”) [8] are signals of engagement. These association rules are an integral part of the computational models underlying adaptive agents. However, most existing work drew on observations from human-human communications, and aimed to infer human concepts of inter-personal status such as rapport [33, 52] and trust [10]. In the context of un-embodied QA agents, the system is not intended to serve full conversations, and some users may simply reject anthropomorphize QA agents such as Siri [28]. It is arguable whether these behavioral signals known from human conversations still hold. It is also arguable whether human-like inter-personal status should be the primary dimension that a QA agent is concerned with.

In this work, we explore the associations between signals in conversational interactions and user satisfaction with the QA agent. Through the lens of statistical modeling, we take an empirical, data-driven approach to inform areas to obtain such signals, and their potential deviation from human conversations. We ask questions such as whether it is a reliable signal for user satisfaction, if a user praises the agent by saying “you are smart”; or whether it signals a real user frustration that the system should attend to, if a user tells the agent to “shut up.” For a QA system, knowing these kinds of signals can enable real-time adaption of algorithms and other system functions.

Meanwhile, unlike conventional information systems, user experience with CAs may extend beyond the instrumental usage. As seen in the interaction logs of our agent, a large portion were human-like conversations unrelated to the QA functions. Recent studies considered this kind of behaviors as playful interactions and a key aspect of the adoption of CAs [28, 32, 43], through which users explore the system and seek satisfaction from a sense of social contact. Studies also reported that such a tendency varies between individuals, and may reflect a fundamental difference in the orientation of attributing lifelike qualities to a CA versus purely instrumental values. Such an orientation may lead to differences in how users evaluate a CA. While playful users seek satisfaction from agents’ “humanized or humorous responses” [28], those taking an instrumental view have a very different set of system preferences [27]. But how can an agent recognize signals for such an individual difference and adapt its interaction styles?

Motivated by these questions, we study conversational interactions form the log data of the field deployment. With self-reported satisfaction from survey responses, we employ a penalized regression analysis to identify associations between conversational signals and user satisfaction with the agent’s instrumental usage and playful interactions. We ask:

- **RQ1**: What kinds of conversational interactions did users have with the QA agent in the wild?
- **RQ2**: What kinds of conversational interactions can be used as signals for inferring user satisfaction with the agent’s functional performance, and playful interactions?

Research contributions from this work are threefold: 1) the results characterize users’ conversational interactions with a QA agent in the wild; 2) the results suggest rich signals in conversational interactions for inferring user satisfaction status, which can be utilized to develop adaptive agents; 3) by contrasting the signals for functionality and playfulness, the results provide nuanced understanding of the underlying functions of users’ conversational behaviors. For example, while some conversations are carried out with evident playful intentions, others may serve primarily instrumental purposes.

In the following, we first discuss relevant work that motivated our study, followed by system descriptions. We then describe the design of the user study and survey, through which we obtained self-reported satisfaction with the agent. After the results section, we discuss design implications for CAs.

**BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK**

We first discuss prior work on CAs and our focus on conversational interactions. Drawing on research on system adaption in relevant fields, we consider the potentials of utilizing signals in conversational interactions for inferring user satisfaction. Lastly, we motivate our focus on functionality and playfulness by discussing prior work on user experience with CAs.

**Conversational interactions with CAs**

Development of CAs can be dated back to the 1950s with prominent examples such as ELIZA [55]. Within the HCI field, research largely focused on embodied CAs. Anthropomorphism is emphasized in multiple modalities to regulate human-computer interactions in a familiar way and to manifest social intelligence such as trustworthiness [10, 11]. Recently, the term “chatbot” is used to refer to CAs that employ primarily text-based or speech-based input without embodied modalities. This type of CA has become mainstream products. Some argue that for these systems, anthropomorphism is no longer a principal goal [28], and the single modality directs more attention to task performances [51], especially since many of these CAs are core components of utility applications. Despite the anti-anthropomorphism argument, the interaction is still based on the metaphor of human conversations, which is a complex machinery in its own right [20], but can also diverge from human conversations in many ways [44].

This highlights the necessity of studying patterns of conversational interactions with CAs, which can be considered as user utterances in performing communicative and social functions instead of task-oriented functions (e.g., QA query). Early systems often adopted agent controlled conversations to avoid the daunting challenge of handling unbounded conversations initiated by users (e.g. [11]). But this approach is inadequate for realistic conversational capabilities, and obsolete for QA agents that provide information assistance through free-form text input. At the present time, whether using a rule-based system or advanced technologies such as discourse planners, the development of CAs relies heavily on the anticipation of what users may say to the agent. Ignoring common patterns may result in the absence of necessary system knowledge, and thus repeatedly frustrating “sorry I didn’t get it” responses. To overcome the problem, development of CAs has to follow a laborious iterative process to bootstrap from user data [24].

The hope lies in the fact that there are tractable, domain-independent patterns in conversations. A longstanding interest in linguistics research is to develop schemas of conversational
acts to describe the performative functions of utterances in a content-independent way (e.g. [14, 42]). Although these schemas informed the development of many CAs, there is fairly limited shared knowledge on what are the common categories of user conversations with CAs. One exception is Kopp et al. [24], which described how people conversed with Max, a museum guide agent working in a real-world setting, by summarizing eight categories of user utterances. [19, 38] are two other studies providing similar characterizations, but all reported on speech-based embodied CAs. Despite the popularity of commercial chatbots (e.g. Siri), there is little empirical report of user interaction patterns except for a few qualitative studies [28, 35]. Our work is motivated to fill this gap by providing an empirical account of users’ interest areas in conversations with text-based QA agents.

Inferring user status from conversational behaviors

Our focus on conversational interactions is also motivated by the potentially rich signals in them to infer user status, as a first step towards building adaptive agents. Dynamic adaptation is arguably one of the most important values that CAs can deliver with a human based metaphor [7, 23, 50]. In early systems, inferring user status relied largely on manually specified rules by drawing on theories or observations from human communications (e.g., nodding means positive feedback). Recent work explored data-driven methods to establish associations between behavioral signals and user status in a principled fashion. The most notable work is by Cassell et al. on modeling behavioral signals for social status between interlocutors, as part of the research towards “socially aware CAs”. This line of work used labeled social status such as rapport and politeness in episodes of human tutor videos as ground truth to build predictive models with verbal and non-verbal behaviors. It provided nuanced insights on the associations between social status and manifested behaviors. Despite the fruitful results, they may have limited applicability for QA chatbots. Compared to embodied tutoring CAs, user behaviors with QA chatbots may share far less similarities with human conversations. Moreover, unlike tutoring activities that require continuous engagement, social status may not be the dimension of primary concern for QA agents.

By considering QA agents as information-retrieval (IR) systems with a conversational interface [36], we resort to the volume of IR literature on adaption, where a primary focus is on adapting algorithms for less satisfied users who may have different information needs or expectations. Because obtaining explicit satisfaction is costly or infeasible at times, an area that draws continuous interest is to infer user satisfaction from behavioral signals such as dwell time and word choices as “implicit feedback” (see review in [22]). By monitoring implicit feedback, real-time algorithmic adaption is a highly desirable possibility. Research also explored adapting other functions, e.g. providing query assistance to unsatisfied users [46]. A common approach to identify implicit feedback is to study what behaviors predict satisfaction, often gathered by surveys. To develop automatic evaluation of chatbots, [21] collected user satisfaction with Microsoft Cortana performance through a survey and modeled predictive actions (e.g. follow-up inquiries signal dissatisfaction). While [21] focused on QA queries, we aim to highlight the rich opportunities in conversational interactions to obtain signals for user satisfaction, which would in itself advocate the use of conversational interfaces.

Conversations with CAs: beyond functionality

We also look beyond satisfaction with task performances. Studies evaluating CAs [37, 39, 56] repeatedly found user satisfaction strongly impacted by social designs such as the agent’s representation [56] and personality [57]. According to Justine Cassell, CAs should target similar goals of human conversations, which are to fulfill propositional goals — conveying meaningful information, and interactional goals — ensuring the communication process to be enjoyable [10, 11]. However, the interactional goal with CAs may differ from that of human. [44] conducted a lab study comparing conversations with a human versus an agent. They found that behaviors associated with relationship building (e.g., sharing opinions) to happen much less with the agent. This means, expectedly, users had less conscious relational motivation in interactions with the agent. In contrast, recent studies of agents in the wild reported rich relational behaviors, both positive and negative ones. This highlights that certain interactions with CAs may only be observed in the wild. [25] studied how people talked to a receptionist CA and identified three types of relational behaviors — politeness (e.g., greeting), sociable behaviors (e.g., small talk), and negative behaviors (e.g., insult). In studying Max, [24] reported that more than one-third of questions were small talks. Meanwhile, they observed patterns that are rare in human conversations, including flaming behaviors and “testing of intelligence” with unrealistic questions.

Although on the surface these utterances resemble chit-chat in human communications, they do not necessarily indicate conscious compliance of social norms, meaning that they may not signal the same underlying intentions as in human conversations. Similarly, negative comments may not signal actual negativity towards the agent. In a recent study on everyday use of CA, Luger and Sellen [28] proposed the notion of “playing as a point of entry” to the adoption of CAs by asking random questions and looking for humanized or humorous responses, as a way to explore the system and satisfy the desire for entertainment. Other studies showed that students engaged in playful interactions such as making face-threatening comments with tutoring agents, and found them to improve learning experience [32]. According to the theory of anthropomorphism [16], these behaviors are not only to satisfy sociality needs through a sense of social contact, but also to reduce uncertainty about the system to interact more effectively.

Playfulness is not a foreign concept to the HCI community. In the 1980s, with the introduction of personal computers in organizations, researchers noted its suitability for inviting a sense of playfulness — a tendency to interact spontaneously and imaginatively with computer systems [9, 54]. Webster et al. considered playfulness as an individual and situation specific feature that predicts technology usage patterns [54], and suggested design guidelines to promote playfulness [53]. Recently, [43] proposed a Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) for interface agent of email systems and added playfulness to the original TAM, suggesting that “individuals may explore playful features of the agent and find it highly enjoyable.”
We note that in these studies the definition of playfulness point to two intertwined aspects—one is deliberately anthropomorphizing the agent, the other is actively conversing about topics outside the functional scope. Previous work also studied individual differences in these kinds of behaviors under the terms agent sociality [27] and social schema [26], and argued that they reflect an orientation of users’ mental schema of a CA as a sociable entity versus a purely instrumental tool [25, 26, 27]. In our previous work [27], using a self-reported measure on agent sociality orientation—tendency to engage in social conversations with CAs, we interviewed users varying on the orientation and found remarkable differences in their preference for interaction styles of CAs. For example, users viewing a CA as an instrumental tool prefer agent responses resembling search engine output, consider humanized features to be unnecessary, and may be turned away by lengthy conversations, while those with high sociality orientation desire for natural conversations and the agent to show more personalities.

Following the prior work, we argue that playfulness can be a key interactional goal for the usage of CAs. We use the term “playfulness” to refer to seeking satisfaction from off-task human-like conversations with a QA agent based on the above definition, without presuming that they carry the same meaning as in human communications. While the prior work motivates why designing CAs for playful interactions, and suggests how to design for playfulness, our goal is to inform for whom to design for playfulness by identifying behavioral signals of users seeking satisfaction from playful interactions through a data-driven approach. The results would move beyond knowledge from previous studies showing correlations between playfulness or sociality orientation with selected conversational markers such as greeting the agent [25], to form more comprehensive understanding on what kinds of user behaviors are carried out with playful intentions.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A CA called Cognitive Human Interface Personality, or Chip for short was developed to provide company-related information assistance. Targeted users of this deployment were new hires of a large multi-national enterprise, who had frequent HR information needs to orient around the company and complete administrative tasks. Chip is installed on a company-wide Instant Messenger (IM) tool to send and receive messages. Figure 1 presents multiple examples of conversations a user had with Chip, including both QAs and playful chit-chat.

The main function of Chip is to answer company-related questions such as “tell me about my health benefits” or “how can I find IT help”. Chip’s answers are mostly in the form of curated texts, some containing links to web pages with more detailed information. On occasions where Chip could not understand the user input, it says “Sorry, I could not understand your question” or variations thereof. Chip can also perform search tasks by accessing other applications. For example, when receiving a question it could not answer, it accesses an internal search engine and outputs snippets it returns, if available. When a user asks to “look up [name] [phone number/location...]” or “look for experts in ...”, Chip can retrieve such information from other internal applications. As with any CA, Chip may give wrong answers. We suggested to participants that they could respond “#fail” to give feedback, which would help improve Chip in the future.

We designed Chip with an HR assistant persona and made handling common conversational interactions a design goal from early on. To anticipate non-QA input is a nontrivial task. We resorted to two approaches. First, we followed an iterative design process by conducting multiple pilot studies ranging from 10 to 30 users, and bootstrapped the development of conversations from the data. Meanwhile, we referred to a package in IBM Watson Dialog1 that provides instances of chit-chat collected from previous deployment of CAs. Another way we attempted to make Chip more social is to have it pro-actively send reminder messages. Some of them were to remind users of the availability of functions (e.g., “I can help find information about your colleagues...”). Others were about tasks that new hires had to complete, such as filling out forms. The reminders were sent twice per week, and were triggered when the users logged in the IM tool on the scheduled day.

Natural language classifiers (NLCs) and performance

For the analysis, we utilized the natural language classifiers (NLCs) of the system to provide a characterization of users’ conversational input. Here we briefly discuss the NLCs to provide background for our methodology. The technical details of the NLCs are beyond the scope of this paper. Many current CA technologies rely on NLCs to classify a user input (e.g., “hello”) into a higher-level category of intent (e.g., “GREET-ING”) known to the system in order to retrieve answers. Chip adopted a multi-level NLC model by independently training two levels of NLCs [12], each as a multi-class classifier (i.e., an input is classified to be the intent class with the highest confidence score). NLC1 contains higher-level categories of intent, each has several matching NLC2 sub-categories. For example, when a user asks “tell me about health benefits”, it will be classified as “BENEFITS” by NLC1, and “health benefits” by NLC2, independently. “Health benefits” is a sub-intent known to match “BENEFITS”, which also has other matching sub-intents such as “dental plan” and “employee discount”. Each NLC2 class is linked to a curated answer, sometimes with variations to be randomly retrieved. For example, in this case, Chip will output the curated answer linked to “health benefits” to answer the user question. With this setup, user input fell into three categories:

1https://www.ibm.com/watson/developercloud/dialog.html
We recruited 337 participants through HR contacts in three states, where Chip was introduced by members of the research team. Participants were college new hires with diverse backgrounds, joining different departments including engineers, consultants, designers, etc. They were located in multiple areas in the United States, including California, Massachusetts, Texas, etc. Upon joining, they attended an orientation session, which would encompass many forms of utterances (hi, hello, good morning, etc.). We therefore resorted to a group of high-level NLCs (NLC1), as discussed in the methodology section, concerning with conversational interactions, defined as communicative or social utterances outside work related QAs. Specifically, these NLC1 classes include opening, closing, compliment, acknowledging, complaints, feedback (#fail), agent status chitchat, agent trait chitchat, agent ability checking, off-topic request, about me, and emoticon. Table 3 gives examples of sub-categories (NLC2) for each of them. To distinguish them from task related QA intents, we will refer to these NLCs as conversational acts in the rest of the paper.

As shown in the third row of Table 1, more than 80% of user input classified to be conversational acts by the NLCs as NLC1 fell in the correct intent recognition category, so we may use these labels with confidence. We manually went through the 471 user input classified to be conversational acts but fell in either incorrect intent recognition or low confidence category. We consent for the user study. The participation in the study was voluntary and no financial incentive was provided.

Survey
Within one week after the deployment period, we sent out a survey to participants’ work emails. The survey response rate was 34.1% (N=115). We aimed to capture participants’ self-reported satisfaction with Chip’s functional performance and playful interactions to be used as ground-truth for studying predictive signals in conversational interactions. For functional satisfaction, given the targeted function of Chip as a QA system, we measured it by three items and used the average ratings to represent individual users’ satisfaction with the instrumental usage of Chip (Cronbach $\alpha = 0.86$):

- **Understanding**: Chip was able to understand my questions.
- **Relevance**: Chip was able to find relevant information.
- **Quality**: The answers Chip provided were high quality.

In the background section, we discussed that playfulness implies two intertwining aspects of interactions: 1) engaging in human-like social conversations; 2) actively conversing about topics outside the task domain [28, 27]. We adapted the agent sociality scale from our previous work [27] and asked participants to rate the following two items. We used the average ratings to represent individual users’ satisfaction from playful interactions with Chip (Cronbach $\alpha = 0.73$):

- **Sociability**: I enjoyed chatting casually with Chip.
- **Off-topic desirability**: I enjoyed talking to Chip about topics unrelated to IBM knowledge and process.

All items used 7-point Likert-scales. We note that evaluation measure is still a challenge in studying CAs. Conventional usability scales appear to be less applicable to agents (e.g., efficiency). Most studies in this field (e.g. [3, 4, 5, 56]), as ours, used homegrown questionnaires to capture user opinions.

**Preparing for analysis: conversational acts labels**

For RQ1, we aim to present a characterization of users’ conversational input. Instead of looking at low-level utterances such as a user saying “hi” or “hello”, we focus on higher-level conversational acts [1, 41], which describe the performative functions of utterances in communication processes. That is, we are interested in how often users started with greetings, which would encompass many forms of utterances (hi, hello, good morning, etc.). We therefore resorted to a group of high-level NLCs (NLC1), as discussed in the methodology section, concerning with conversational interactions, defined as communicative or social utterances outside work related QAs. Specifically, these NLC1 classes include opening, closing, compliment, acknowledging, complaints, feedback (#fail), agent status chitchat, agent trait chitchat, agent ability checking, off-topic request, about me, and emoticon. Table 3 gives examples of sub-categories (NLC2) for each of them. To distinguish them from task related QA intents, we will refer to these NLCs as conversational acts in the rest of the paper.

As shown in the third row of Table 1, more than 80% of user input classified to be conversational acts by the NLCs fell in the correct intent recognition category, so we may use these labels with confidence. We manually went through the 471 user input classified to be conversational acts but fell in either incorrect intent recognition or low confidence category. We

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>I-correct: correct intent</th>
<th>I-incorrect: incorrect intent</th>
<th>I-low: low confidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74.7%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.1%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.6%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Information of the three categories of user input

- **Correct intent recognition (I-correct)**: When classified NLC2 is a matching sub-category of NLC1, we expect Chip to have given mostly reasonable answers.
- **Incorrect intent recognition (I-incorrect)**: When classified NLC2 is not a matching sub-category of NLC1, often due to questions not anticipated thus no training examples were given during the development 2, we expect Chip to have given low-quality answers.
- **Low confidence (I-low)**: when either NLC was below a confidence threshold, Chip replied “Sorry I didn’t understand”.

Table 1 shows the distributions of user input in the three categories. Two researchers did a binary evaluation of the answer quality (reasonable/unreasonable) with 140 input-output pairs randomly drawn from I-correct category and 40 pairs from I-incorrect (Cohen’s $\kappa = 0.84$). As expected, more than 87% of user input in I-correct received reasonable answers, and only 25% for I-incorrect (Table 1 row 2). With these statistics, we estimate 67% user input to have received reasonable responses and another 19% answered with uncertainty. This is comparable to, if not better than, performances reported in several studies of CAs [24, 27] and commercial chatbots [17].

Developing the NLCs required an intent classifier schema and training data for each intent class. To construct the schema, we adopted an iterative data-driven approach by: a) content analysis on data from pilot studies; and b) extracting frequent topics from anonymized inquiry emails sent to an HR service center. With expert input from HR specialists, we grouped related NLC2 together to identify general intent categories as NLC1. With the schema, we obtained training data by extracting questions corresponding to each intent from data of pilot studies and HR inquiry emails through a text analytic process. Additional training examples were manually put in wherever necessary. We trained the classifier and developed the CA using IBM Watson Dialog. The curated answers for each NLC2 intent were either extracted by a text analytic process with the HR inquiry emails or manually created.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Deployment and Participants**

We recruited 337 participants through HR contacts in three groups with different starting dates, each using Chip for 5-6 weeks. Participants were college new hires with diverse backgrounds, joining different departments including engineers, consultants, designers, etc. They were located in multiple areas in the United States, including California, Massachusetts, Texas, etc. Upon joining, they attended an orientation session, where Chip was introduced by members of the research team. The introduction included a demo of Chip conversations, an overview of its functions for company related information assistance, suggestion to use #fail to provide feedback, and
identified 233 to be conversational and corrected the labels, wherever necessary, then included them in the analysis. For the rest of the paper, when discussing conversational acts, we will refer to the NLC1 labels of these included cases.

RESULTS
To begin with, we report descriptive statistics of usages of Chip ($N_{user} = 337$, $N_{messages} = 6,004$). Table 2 shows the statistics of the three groups of participants. Figure 2 (top) shows the number of total messages by day for each group. Usages were most active in the first two weeks after the introduction, but remained substantial (day 1 was a Wednesday, and usage was low during weekends). We note that HR information assistance should have naturally undergone declining needs as new hires adapted to the work environment. Given our focus on conversational interactions, we examined the temporal patterns of them. Percentage of conversational interactions is calculated by the number of messages classified to be conversational acts divided by the total number of messages (QA+conversational interaction). As shown in Figure 2 (bottom), the percentages were generally consistent over the whole period. This is an important observation, suggesting that conversational interactions were not phenomenon due to novelty, but a regular part of user interactions with Chip.

Table 2. Usage information of the three cohorts of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Start day</th>
<th>Days of use</th>
<th>Mean (msg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents occurrence statistics of the 12 main categories of conversational interactions, specifically, the percentage of messages in each conversational act category ($P_{(msg)}$) (divided by the total number of messages), and the percentages of users who ever sent out such conversational messages ($P_{(user)}$). Overall, despite its targeted usage as a QA system, a vast majority of users (84.9%) engaged in some forms of conversations. In total, conversational interactions accounted for 36.4% of user utterances. This highlights the importance of anticipating and designing to support users’ interest areas in conversing with CAs. Among all conversational acts, the most frequent were chat opening (e.g., “hi Chip”), giving feedback using #fail, acknowledging message (“ok”, “thanks”), followed by off-topic request (defined as request unrelated to work, such as “tell me a joke”), agent ability checking (e.g., “what do you like?”), complaints (e.g., “what can you do?”, “can you do [function]?”), and emoticon (e.g., “shut up!”) and agent status chitchat (e.g., “how are you?”). Comparatively, closing (e.g., “bye”), about me (e.g., “who am I?”), and emoticon were less common categories.

Patterns of conversational interactions (RQ1)
Table 3 presents occurrence statistics of the 12 main categories of conversational interactions, specifically, the percentage of messages in each conversational act category ($P_{(msg)}$). Table 3 shows the number of total messages by day for each group. Usages were most active in the first two weeks after the introduction, but remained substantial (day 1 was a Wednesday, and usage was low during weekends). Table 2 shows the

Figure 2. Number of user messages by day (top) and percentage of conversational interactions (bottom)

In the following, we first report on the patterns of users’ conversational interactions with Chip (RQ1), then explore what signals exist in the conversational interactions for inferring user satisfaction with Chip’s functional performance and playful interactions (RQ2) through the lens of statistical modeling.

Main areas of conversational interactions
While the application context might render idiosyncrasies to the interactions, we compared the observations to conversational interactions reported in previous studies of CAs in an attempt to identify common patterns. As mentioned, there were only a small number of studies providing schemes of conversational acts with CAs [19, 24, 38]. Among them, [24] reported the richest set of conversational acts, where museum visitors interacted with Max, an embodied CA providing information about the museum. Despite differences in the embodiment, Max shares key similarities with Chip, as both are to support domain specific QA, allow free-form user input, and are designed with capabilities to handle common chit-chat. Therefore, we chose Max to conduct a close comparison, based on the conversation schema given in [24]. It revealed many similarities in the types of conversational acts occurred. Based on our observations corroborated by those of Max, we summarize four main areas of interest in user initiated conversational interactions with QA agents below.
Feedback giving: In both cases, there was significant amount of feedback for agent’s preceding responses. We observed similar occurrence percentages of compliment (“positive feedback” in [24]). In case of unsatisfied responses, we asked participants to use “#fail” to give negative feedback. 42.4% of users did it at least once. With this, we saw significant fewer blunt complaints with Chip compared to Max (a sub-category under “flaming” in [24]). Such frequent voluntary feedback has important implications for advocating conversational interface for information systems, given that it is a known challenge to elicit real-time feedback from users. In the next section, we study what kinds of conversations can be used as reliable signals for user feedback on the system performance.

Chit-chat about the agent: These take a significant portion of conversational interactions. Comparing Max and Chip, we observed close occurrence percentages of agent status chitchat (“anthropomorphic questions” in [24]), agent trait chitchat (“question about Max” in [24]) and off-topic request (“testing system” in [24]). We will examine whether they reliably signal playful intentions in the next section.

Agent ability checking: This is a unique category we observed in interactions with Chip, such as asking “what can you do?” or “can you do [function]?”. While we cannot conclude whether this was not identified to be a separate category in [24], we highlight that according to [31], when interacting with task-oriented agents, ability checking may carry distinct meaning from other anthropomorphic inquiries about the agents, as in directly serving the goal of understanding and reducing uncertainty about the system.

Communicative utterances: We observed frequent utterances that are habits in human communication process. One example is acknowledging (e.g., “ok”, “got it”), which happened much more frequently with Chip than with Max, potentially because they are habits of using the familiar chat interface. Opening also happened more frequently with Chip but the percentage of users who had it was similar to that of Max. This was potentially because users had repetitive, but shorter interaction sessions with Chip. We found a lower percentage of users explicitly closing the conversations with Chip. The reason could be that users tended to directly close the chat window. In the next section, we will examine whether these behaviors are habitual utterances or carry conscious playful intention by anthropomorphizing the agent.

Conversations as signals of user satisfaction (RQ2)

After providing a characterization of conversational interactions, we study what signals exist in them for inferring user satisfaction with Chip’s functional performance and playful interactions. Figure 3 presents the distributions of user ratings on functionality and playfulness. It shows that there were fairly divided opinions on both Chip’s functionality and playfulness, and the two aspects had only moderate correlation ($r(115) = 0.41$), highlighting the needs for adapting both system functions and interaction styles for different users. Satisfaction with playfulness is almost uniformly distributed. Given that Chip was designed with the capabilities to handle substantial amount of conversational interactions, we interpret it as individual difference in the tendency to seek satisfaction from playful interactions. This is consistent with the notion of playfulness as an individual characteristic [54], and echoes conclusions from previous work [26, 27] that user orientation for playful interactions may particularly merit system adaptation. We used the self-reported ratings on functionality and playfulness of Chip as ground truth (dependent variables) to study predictive signals in user interactions. In the following, we present the statistical models and discuss the implications of the results for obtaining signals for user satisfaction.

Statistical model and results

A key insight from Cassell et al.’s work is that signals of interlocutors’ positivity status exist in conversational behaviors of varied levels of granularity, from lexical choices, conversational acts to communication strategies [33, 52, 59]. We are interested in which conversational acts (C-act) can be used as reliable signals for user satisfaction with Chip. We also explore what lexical features (Lex) representing different conversational behaviors can provide additional signals. We note that our goal is not to build high-performance predictive models, but rather, through modeling of empirical data, we aim to identify relatively strong associations between certain conversational behaviors and users satisfaction.

We considered two types of features as independent variables (predictive features): conversational acts and lexical features representing conversational behaviors. For conversational acts (C-act), we included the occurrences of the 12 categories listed in Table 3 in each participant’s interactions, normalized by his or her total number of messages. For lexical features (Lex), we performed a feature selection process on top of the standard bag-of-words method. The rationale is that we were interested in conversational behaviors instead of the content. So we were not interested in whether someone asked about healthcare or IT, but the way someone asking it (e.g., more formally “how can I find...” versus “tell me...”) might be of our interest in differentiating conversational behaviors. Given our limited data size with survey responses ($N = 115$), the selective process also aimed to guard against overly sparse models that would endanger the validity of our conclusions.

Specifically, we started by converting all texts to lowercase and removed punctuations, then extracted trigram “bags of words” from messages of each participant to represent his or her lexical features—i.e., the occurrences of single words (unigrams), two-word (bigrams) and three-word (trigrams) phrases. To avoid sparsity, we kept only ones that 5% or more users used and had more than 0.1% occurrence in the whole message corpus ($N = 245$). To exclude domain specific content, we reviewed the extracted words and identified 46 entities to be specific to the HR domain (e.g., insurance, email, expense report, names of internal IT systems, etc.). We removed lexical features containing them ($N = 163$). Following conventions, we removed unigrams that were stop words (e.g.,
We employed a penalized linear regression known as Lasso regression to model what conversational features predict user satisfaction with functionality and playfulness of Chip, respectively. Regular regression model performs best when features are independent of each other, so collinearity presents an issue. However, phrase collinearity is a known property of natural language. For example, the words "Chip" and "you" tended to co-occur in chitchat with Chip. With regular regression one would have to exclude either. Penalized regression model is known to guard against feature collinearity and sparsity, which works by shrinking coefficients of unimportant features to zero, leaving only reliably predictive features in correlated clusters. Therefore, Lasso regression has been frequently used to model language behaviors (e.g., [18, 30, 52]).

We ran Lasso regressions with the glmmnet package of R. In Lasso regression, a parameter $\lambda$ can be tuned to decide how much the model fits the data. A common problem with a large number of features is over-fitting—the statistical model fits the data too closely but sacrifices the general validity. We used the R package cv.glmnet to run cross-validation, a common technique to guard against over-fitting, by building a model on random sub-sets of the data and selecting $\lambda$ that best predicts the rest. We built two regression models, one with conversational acts only (C-act) and one with additional lexical features (C-act+Lex). All dependent and independent variables were transformed as counts (by dropping $\log$), unless specified otherwise. All predictive conversational acts for functionality have negative coefficients of items that suggest a simple way to infer functional satisfaction could be used as signals of functional satisfaction.

$$
\beta_{\text{C-act}} + \beta_{\text{act+Lex}}
$$

## Table 4

### Coefficients in Lasso regression models. Two models (C-act only and C-act+Lex) are presented for predicting each user satisfaction aspect—functionality and playfulness. The magnitude of a coefficient indicates the predictive power of the feature. Bold ones are predictive conversational acts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>F (Lex)</th>
<th>Playfulness</th>
<th>F (Lex)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-act</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>$\beta_{\text{C-act}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\beta_{\text{act+Lex}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#FAIL</td>
<td>−23</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#SUCCESS</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSING</td>
<td>−05</td>
<td>−06</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF TOPIC REQUEST</td>
<td>−02</td>
<td>−02</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-act</td>
<td>−16</td>
<td>−18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-act+Lex</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Df</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Dev</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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On being happily playful

Playful chitchat, not habitual utterances: Three categories of conversational acts are the strongest signals of playfulness—chitchat asking about agent’s traits, asking about agent’s status, and talking about oneself. They confirm that chit-chat carries explicit playful intentions. Although a previous study showed a correlation between greeting and a tendency to anthropomorphize an embodied agent [25], we found no signaling effect of chat opening, but the lexical feature “hi” predicts functional satisfaction, potentially indicating a higher tendency to open the chat for instrumental usage. A similar trend was found for the lexical feature “ok”, a common acknowledging phrase after receiving messages. This confirms that, in the context of text-based QA agents, chat opening and acknowledging may be more of habitual utterances with the chat interface instead of consciously anthropomorphizing the agent.

Agent oriented conversations as seeking playfulness: An evident pattern in lexical features signaling playfulness is frequent occurrences of second-person pronouns (e.g., “how do you”, “how are you”) in positive features and first-person pronouns in negative features. This agent oriented interest in conversations is consistent with the tendency to anthropomorphize the agent and engage in chit-chat. This suggests a simple way to identify playful users could be monitoring the usage of second-person pronouns, which was studied in HRI work as signals for social interaction inclination with robots [13].

Casual testing as seeking playfulness: In contrast to functionality, the lexical features predicting satisfaction from playfulness suggest less formality such as “how do I” and “what can I”, but more casual asking such as “do you know” or “tell me”. We also found the words information and search to be strong signals for playfulness. A close examination of the actual conversations revealed a pattern of repeatedly asking Chip to retrieve different kinds of information (e.g., “search information about my manager”). Consistent with the definition of computer playfulness [53], these behaviors suggest “testing intelligence” to be a manifestation of playfulness.

To summarize, we found that there are reliable signals in conversational interactions for inferring user satisfaction. By contrasting signals for instrumental usage versus playful interactions, we further shed light on the varying functions underlying different conversational behaviors. Revisiting the four interest areas of conversations identified in the last section, we may conclude that: 1) Not all feedback is regarding the instrumental usage of CAs. Some may be exhibited with playful intentions. But user behaviors can be regulated to obtain reliable feedback; 2) Agent oriented chit-chat is indeed an indication of users seeking satisfaction from playful interactions; 3) Agent ability checking can be considered signals of users struggling with the system’s functional affordance; 4) Communicative utterances such as opening and acknowledging are more of habitual behaviors in using the chat interface.

DISCUSSIONS

Conversational interactions

Despite the system working as a QA agent, conversational interactions outside querying information were common. These observations are indicative of the central interest areas of user initiated conversations with QA agents, as corroborated by previous studies [2, 24, 37]. Several take-aways may inform future development of CAs. First, users actively engaged in explicit feedback-giving, and more implicit signals for user frustrations were also observed. Utilizing these behavioral signals may open up possibilities for building adaptive systems. Second, a challenging task in the development of CAs is to anticipate chit-chat in a free-form input. Our results suggest that a large proportion of it may be centered around the traits and status of agents. Designing an agent with a comprehensive and consistent persona and elaborating on descriptions of such a persona (e.g., what does the agent like) may help prepare for addressing this type of chit-chat. Lastly, habitual chatting behaviors such as opening and acknowledging were common, as invited by the familiar text-based chat interface. Content developers should anticipate habitual behaviors in similar human-human communication channels or contexts.

By contrasting conversational behaviors signaling instrumental usage and playful interactions, we illustrated that while some were consciously anthropomorphizing the agent, some were better seen as system operations in a conversational form. [25] made a distinction between relational and grounding conversations with CAs. The latter, including acknowledging and repair, are concerned more with achieving task goals. Sometimes the distinction may be less clear. For example, we found that the frequent question “what can you do” although on the surface was asked in an anthropomorphic way, served more for the instrumental usage of the system, in an analogy to visiting the “about” or “help” sections on a graphic interface. We also observed users asking Chip whether it could perform some advanced assistance. According to many, a limitation of CA interfaces is its ambiguity in affordance [45], creating “gulf of execution and evaluation” [28]. It is critical for designers to anticipate this type of user inquiries and carefully consider different entry points where users may seek information about the system affordance and usage.

With these observations, we revisit the idea of developing task-independent modules for conversational behaviors to be reused for developing CAs. For example, [6] proposed an architecture that provides a task-independent framework on agents’ conversational strategies, including clarification, confirming and controlling turn-taking. However, its focus is on agent-initiative systems. Our results point to the possibility of a reusable conversational module for QA agents. We envision it to be equipped with generic, reusable responses to common communicative utterances, as well as example data and guidelines for developers to anticipate chit-chat and system inquiries from users, where the responses can be customized.

Inferring instrumental satisfaction from conversations

Although our current system is a static one, building adaptive agents that can accommodate different user needs is our ultimate goal and a longstanding interest of the research community. We highlight the necessity for identifying reliable signals to infer user status through analysis of human-agent interaction data. Although understanding how people manifest internal status in communicative behaviors with human partners is important for building realistically social agents [33, 59], the deviations in conversations with Chip were evident.
In the less anthropomorphic context of QA agents, the human concept of social positivity may become obsolete. Our study shows that there are also rich signals in conversational behaviors to infer user satisfaction with the functional performance of CAs, especially for signaling frustration. Compared to query-based information systems, users are more likely to reveal their emotional status in conversational interactions to provide real-time feedback. This further highlights the importance of designing to support conversational interactions. Without designing proper responses (so users may stop after a few attempts), or by constraining user initiatives (e.g., button-based input), one may miss capturing these signals.

These signals can complement the limited set of “implicit feedback” used in IR systems to continuously monitor user satisfaction while optimizing algorithmic performances and system functions [22, 49]. Providing agent-initiated assistance such as giving example questions or suggesting advanced functions to help those exhibiting frustration is another area to explore. Some adaptation may also target users with high satisfaction. For example, [58] proposed a framework of bootstrapping algorithms by targeting “low-risk” users, who are currently at a high satisfaction level and are likely more forgiving for system failures or the cost of switching to new designs.

Agent playfulness

Previous work on the early adoption of personal computers considered playfulness as a desirable characteristic in computer interactions because it promotes adoption, satisfaction and learning outcome [54]. In particular, Webster et al. advocated playfulness in the workplace to make “employees experience more positive affect at work.” As an enterprise tool, Chip has the potential to fulfill such a function. Specifically for CAs, playfulness was considered as a “point of entry” [28]. This puts our study into perspective as we observed substantial playfulness in the first 6 weeks of deployment. Although [28] suggested that playful behaviors may decline in the long run and future research should examine such a possibility, we emphasize that supporting playful interactions can enhance adoption [43], especially for individuals who value this unique offering of CAs. One may also explore designs that can promote and sustain playfulness in the long run. For designing computer playfulness, Webster offered several guidelines, including arousing curiosity, reserving uncertainty, encouraging creativity, and exhibiting simplicity [53]. Translating to agent designs, potential features to consider are proactive social interactions, manifesting personality, continuously revealing new features and responses, avoiding complexity, providing transparency and user control for system status. [53] also emphasized system robustness in the expectation of playful users. This is underscored in our observation that playfulness is also manifested in actively testing the agent.

Identifying individual or situational differences in playfulness has been an interest for system adaption, which motivated the development of survey scales on computer playfulness [54]. Our results point to some easy-to-obtain signals for playfulness in interacting with CAs, from chit-chat, casual testing behaviors and lexical choices, to as simple as monitoring the use of pronouns. By detecting these signals, a CA may adapt its interaction style. Previous studies reported qualitative findings that playful users of CAs look for “humanized and humorous responses”, “finding Easter eggs” [28], and “subjective opinions and personality” [27]. A caveat discussed in [28] is that agent responses for playful interactions may also serve as affordance cues, where over boasting of “social smarts” can belie the true system capabilities and raise incorrect user expectations. So it is an intricate task to design agent responses for playful interactions. One should leverage such user engagement to better support the usage of the agent. For example, it may be an opportunity to communicate about the system’s functional scope when users initiate chitchat about agent’s traits and status. Adaptation for the opposite direction of playfulness may be equally important. Our previous study showed that some users have little interest in playful interactions with CAs and tend to exhibit utility-oriented behaviors and preferences, such as typing only keywords, and desiring responses resembling search results instead of lengthy conversations [27].

LIMITATIONS

We acknowledge several limitations. First, our results are based on survey data. Although 34.1% should be seen as a considerable response rate given the professional context, and there is a wide distribution of interaction frequencies among those responded, we cannot rule out self-selection bias. However, the focus of this paper is not to demonstrate the positivity of user opinions on Chip but build predictive models, so it should be less subject to the problem of self-selection bias. Second, as with any automatic methods to characterize large quantity of texts, the conversational labels we obtained were not without noise. The schema we used might not capture rarer cases of conversational interactions. However, our goal is not to establish a formal taxonomy but to contribute empirical insights by quantifying available types of conversational acts. Lastly, we acknowledge that some observations may be specific to the workplace context and user sample of the study, as young professionals may be more inclined for playful interactions. We do not claim the generalization of specific statistics but focus on the patterns they represent.

CONCLUSION

By studying log data from a field deployment of a question-and-answer conversational agent, we characterize the rich forms of conversational interactions users had with the agent. The main areas of conversations include feedback-giving, playful chit-chat, system inquiry, and habitual communicative utterances. Through the lens of statistical modeling, we highlight the rich signals in conversational interactions for inferring user satisfaction, which can be utilized to develop agents that can adapt algorithmic performances and interaction styles. The results also provide nuanced understanding on the underlying functions of conversational behaviors with QA agents and their deviations from human conversations. Our findings may inform designs of CAs and contribute to the emerging fields of conversational UX, conversational IR and adaptive agents.
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